MOBILEMUSTER
INTERACTIVE COLLECTION UNIT

RUNNING A RECYCLING EVENT?
WANT TO MAKE A POSITIVE IMPACT?

MOBILEMUSTER
keeping old mobiles out of landfill

Collect mobile phones & accessories in the unit
Monitor collection targets with the in-built scales
Learn about recycling with the educational touchscreen

mobilemuster.com.au
RUN A MUSTER WITH OUR INTERACTIVE UNIT AND MAKE A REAL DIFFERENCE.

The MobileMuster collection unit both informs about the mobile phone recycling process (with its fun interactive touchscreen), and collects mobile phones. You can also set a target for your event and use the in-built scales to measure the impact you’ve made.

WHO’S MOBILEMUSTHER?
MobileMuster is the official recycling program for the mobile phone industry. We make sure everything is recycled to the highest environmental standard and any data left on the device is destroyed in the recycling process, and kept out of landfill. So don’t throw your old mobile and accessories in the bin – put it in our collection unit and discover the positive impact it’ll make.

Find more information on MobileMuster at mobilemuster.com.au

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS TO HOST UNIT:

- Access to power
- Secure location to avoid theft and damage
- Must have storage for the cover
- Ability to set up, monitor and pack up after use for return

Pipe 180 cm
Width 90 cm
Height 45 cm

MobileMuster is the official, not-for-profit recycling program of the mobile phone industry in Australia

Managed by the Australian Mobile Telecommunications Association